
     

MEDIA RELEASE         July 19, 2021 

National church and civil society groups urge government to support WTO rule 

change for fair vaccine access for low-income countries  

An unusually wide range of national church, public health, aid and development and other civil society groups 

representing millions of Australians today sent the attached open letter to Government Ministers. The letter 

urges them to support the proposal for a temporary waiver of patent monopolies on COVID-19 vaccines and 

treatments that will be discussed at a key meeting of the World Trade Organisation on July 20. 

The fifteen groups include the Australian Council for International Development, Oxfam, Action Aid, the 

Australian Catholics Bishops Office for Justice, Ecology and Peace, the Uniting Church, the Salvation Army, 

Amnesty International, the Public Health Association of Australia, the ACTU, the Australian Fair Trade and 

Investment Network (AFTINET) and Friends of the Earth. The full list is below*. 

The letter says the waiver is needed urgently because current WTO rules give 20-year monopolies on new 

vaccines before cheaper versions can be produced. Each government must negotiate with pharmaceutical 

companies which have limited manufacturing capacity and control both quantities and price. Rich countries 

are first in line, but even countries like Australia are experiencing delays in supply. Under current rules most 

low-income countries will not have widespread access to COVID-19 vaccines before 2023 or later. Millions 

more will die as new and more infectious variants continue to appear and to spread to countries like Australia. 

The waiver would increase global supply of vaccines by allowing manufacturing on a regional basis in 

countries like India and South Africa, which are already large producers of generic medicines. 

The letter notes that US has expressed support for the waiver for vaccines, and over 100 WTO member 

governments are supporting the waiver. The APEC meeting held on June 4-5 and the European Parliament 

have supported the waiver proposal. 50,000 Australians have signed petitions supporting the waiver, and an 

Essential Media poll released last week showed 62 per cent of Australians across the political spectrum 

support it. The Australian government has not yet supported the waiver. 

“The government should listen to the wide range of organisations representing millions of Australians, and 

the poll results showing the majority of Australians want them to support expanded global production of 

vaccines to save lives in low-income countries,” said Dr Patricia Ranald, AFTINET Convener. 

“The Government needs to ensure that people everywhere have access to effective and affordable 

vaccines. Our common well-being is dependent on our willingness to collaborate and look after everyone, 

everywhere. The selfish response that puts the profits of pharmaceutical corporations first risks everyone’s 

wellbeing”, said Dr Mark Zirnsak, Senior Social Justice Advocate, Uniting Church in Australia, Synod of 

Victoria and Tasmania. 

Oxfam Australia Chief Executive Lyn Morgain said: “In addition to the tragic loss of lives, failure to take 

urgent action to ensure a Peoples Vaccine will risk the world facing an economic catastrophe that will 

further entrench global inequality and poverty. It is abhorrent that any country would continue to defend 

the interests and profits of pharmaceutical companies over the terrible human cost being wrought by this 

pandemic. Australia must join with other nations to compel pharmaceutical corporations to openly share 

their technology and intellectual property and bring an end to this pandemic for all.” 

“Lack of access to vaccines and treatments means millions more will die in low-income countries as more 

infectious strains of the virus spread. The Australian government should support the temporary waiver to 
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enable increased global production that would also ease supply constraints in Australia,” said Latrobe 

University Associate Professor Deborah Gleeson, on behalf of the Public Health Association of Australia. 

“We need to end vaccine apartheid and corporate greed. A handful of companies control the vaccine 

access, technologies, and medicines that are necessary to combat, prevent, and treat COVID-19 globally. 

This is a global emergency that is deepening inequality and women's rights violations around the world. The 

TRIPS waiver is critical to saving millions of lives and putting us all on an even playing field,” said Michelle 

Higelin, Executive Director, ActionAid Australia. 

 

Contacts 
 

AFTINET Dr Patricia Ranald    0419 695 841 

Uniting Church Dr Mark Zirnsak,    0409 166 915 

PHAA Dr Deborah Gleeson    0423 209 029 

Action Aid media contact  Liz Pick    0422 105 840  

Oxfam media contact Amanda Banks   0411 449 653. 
 

* The fifteen organisations in alphabetical order are: Action Aid, Amnesty International, Australian Council for 

International Development, the Australian Council of Trade Unions, the Australian Fair Trade and Investment Network 

(AFTINET), the Australian Catholics Bishops Office for Justice, Ecology and Peace, Catholics in Coalition for Justice and 

Peace, ChildFund. Friends of the Earth, the Missionary Society of Saint Columban, Oxfam, the Public Health Association 

of Australia, the Salvation Army, SumofUs and the Uniting Church Synod of Victoria and Tasmania. 

  



Senator the Hon Marise Payne       July 19, 2021 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
foreign.minister@dfat.gov.au  

The Hon Dan Tehan MP 
Minister for Trade, Tourism and Investment 
trade.minister@dfat.gov.au  

Cc Senator the Hon Zed Seselja, Minister for International Development and the Pacific; The Hon Greg Hunt MP, Minister 

for Health; Senator the Hon Penny Wong, Shadow Minister for Foreign Affairs; Madeleine King MP, Shadow Minister 

for Trade; Pat Conroy MP, Shadow Minister for International Development and the Pacific; Mark Butler MP, Shadow 

Minister for Health. 

Dear Ministers, 

Re: Support the WTO TRIPS Waiver now being negotiated in TRIPS Council meetings 

Many of the undersigned Australian national civil society organisations wrote to you earlier this year asking 
the Australian Government to support the proposal sponsored by India and South Africa to waive certain 
provisions of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 
(TRIPS) Agreement for COVID-19 medical products for the duration of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Since then, the US has expressed support for the waiver for vaccines. The APEC meeting held on June 4-5 and 
the European Parliament have supported the waiver proposal. 50,000 Australians have signed petitions 
supporting the waiver, and an Essential Media poll showed 62% of Australians across the political spectrum 
support it. India and South Africa have now submitted a revised proposal supported by over 100 WTO 
member countries. This proposal is now being negotiated in a series of meetings of the WTO TRIPS Council 
leading up to the WTO General Council meeting on July 27-28. 

The waiver is needed urgently because current WTO rules entrench 20-year monopolies on new vaccines 
before cheaper versions can be produced, and each government must negotiate with pharmaceutical 
companies which have limited manufacturing capacity and control both quantities and price. Rich countries 
are first in line, but even countries like Australia are experiencing delays in supply. Under current rules most 
low-income countries will not have widespread access to COVID-19 vaccines before 2023 or later.  

Eleven billion doses are needed to vaccinate the global population. Without urgent action, unequal access to 
COVID-19 vaccines is set to further entrench global inequality. We appreciate that Australia is contributing 
to the G7 COVAX target to donate 1 billion vaccines to low-income countries. However, as the British Medical 
Journal has reported, this target is clearly not sufficient to address global needs.  

Pharmaceutical companies which are lobbying against the waiver have already made billions from vaccines 
which were largely developed with public funds. As global companies they are also able to avoid paying taxes 
on these super profits.  

In this global pandemic, trade rules must support human life, not endanger it. As proposed by the WHO, 
Intellectual property must now be shared for the duration of the pandemic to enable ramping up of 
manufacturing capacity on a regional basis in those countries like India and South Africa which are amongst 
the world’s largest producers of generic medicines. 

The revised waiver proposal is for the patents, trade secrets, copyright, and industrial designs aspects of the 
TRIPS agreement, for the duration of the COVID-19 pandemic, initially for three years. The proposal will cover 
COVID-19 medical products including medicines, vaccines, diagnostics, and other technologies such as masks 
and ventilators, and would allow developing countries to expand production and access to these much-
needed supplies during the pandemic. 

Over the last 18 months, COVID-19 has claimed millions of lives and continues to cripple societies and 
economies. While the pandemic rages, new more contagious and dangerous variants continue to appear and 
to spread to countries like Australia. 

No one is safe unless everyone is safe. To overcome this pandemic, we need global cooperation and 
solidarity. 

We recognise that the government is now supporting text-based negotiations in the WTO, but understand 
that it has not yet made a decision to support the revised waiver proposal. We call on the Government to: 
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• support the revised waiver proposal, enabling increased global production capacity, ensuring 
affordable prices and facilitating technology transfer, in order to end the pandemic as quickly as 
possible, and protect as many lives as possible; 

• join the WHO COVID-19 Technology Access Pool (or C-TAP) – a mechanism launched last year to 
facilitate the sharing of know-how and intellectual property to enable any manufacturer or 
government to produce COVID-19 vaccines, treatments and other health technologies; and require 
recipients of Australian government funding for development of COVID-19 products to contribute 
their know-how and Intellectual Property to the Pool. 

We request a meeting with you to discuss these issues and look forward to your response. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Dr Patricia Ranald, Convenor, Australian Fair Trade & Investment Network (AFTINET) 

campaign@aftinet.org.au  
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